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Jeff Fenton

From: Jeff Fenton 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 7:28 AM
To: Virginia Story
Cc: elaine.beeler@tncourts.gov
Subject: Best & Final Settlement Offer 

Importance: High

Hello Ms. Story, 
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 https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/summary-tennessees-foreclosure-laws.html
 https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/tennessees-hardest-hit-program.html
 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/12/1701j-3
 https://law.justia.com/codes/tennessee/2018/title-36/chapter-4/section-36-4-121/
 So essentially, the entire forced foreclosure/auction/sale, which bankrupted us both, was

avoidable, malicious, and unnecessary.
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At the end of the day, we are both financially devastated currently. We ALL know that Fawn 
will “bounce back” the quickest and make at least 2-3x what I will ever make, for the rest of my 
life. (With very little SS for me or anything else…) While I’m still stuck with $100k of marital 
debts in my name (which I can actually document and prove were marital), while I’m fighting to 
save my credit and to try not to file bankruptcy, if I can at all avoid it. But we all know, that your 
legal fees would simply leave me no choice but to file bankruptcy (while I’ve had 
essentially no representation through either of Fawn’s divorce filings, despite her promises). 
Either way, we all know, that you’ll never receive a dime from me, and obviously I won’t from 
Fawn either, unless we both waste more of our lives on this battle, which just isn’t worth it to me, 
unless I’m simply left no choice. 

No matter what, I still love Fawn, and I don’t want to see her hurt herself more, just to keep up this 
fight for fairness or justice which I’ll never receive. (At least not in Williamson County, and possibly 
not in Tennessee at all.) It is also impossible for me to obtain any work or to focus on anything else 
with my disabilities, while needing to constantly perform legal research and try to figure out 
how to prevent you from taking more and more of my life away. I’d rather just try to walk-
forward empty handed, at 50-years old, with no career, no retirement, no education, or professional 
training, but I can’t without you taking your foot off my throat first.     

Here is what I need from you (and Fawn) to SETTLE and never see or hear from me again: 

 OP withdrawn, dropped, and expunged.
 Fawn is responsible for her own legal fees, and any outstanding fees due the court.
 I owe her/you/the court nothing, with her owing me nothing. A clean break.
 Both completed this week, before I’m forced to appeal.

.
everything 

legally within my power to advocate for what I am honestly legally due, not what you and 
Fawn are trying to dump me with. This is a one-time offer, which is extremely time 
sensitive. As soon as one of the organizations, offices, or dignitaries which me and my mom 
are reaching out to daily, offers to back me in the pursuit of real justice, or I am forced to 
expend more time by filing my own appeal, then this offer will never be on the table again.  
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(But the assets were gone.) So many unethical things have happened throughout this case, it 
could carry on and consume all of our lives for a couple more years, but I don’t see that 
anyone besides you ($$).  

Please make sure to present this offer today to Mrs. Fenton, as you are legally bound as her agent, to 
act in HER best interest, and to fully disclose every offer, rather than seeking out your 
own vengeance. Otherwise, we could both end-up suing you in the end, for malicious 
litigation, to recover some of our family’s losses.  

Opportunities pass… As with everything that we’ve lost so far, once it is gone, there is no getting 
it back. You can’t get blood out of a turnip, no matter how hard you try.

You can keep legally dominating me if that is what you prefer, but eventually the Governor 
or someone in the Tennessee or Federal legislature or judicial systems will step-in, and there will be 
no “rewind” at that point. There is no more that can be taken from me, there is nothing more which 
you or Mrs. Fenton can gain. Yet pride and greed caused the fall of mankind, and many an 
overachiever since, to discover humility again.   

I will continue each day as though Mrs. Fenton and you have rejected my offer, and I will not 
be tricked into holding-off (from filing an appeal) at the last moment, to “trust” you or her. We’ve 
been down that road before… and many others which the court has yet to hear about (that I 
have well documented and can actually PROVE, contrary to your allegations). Certainly there is 
a narrative other than what you have presented, that has yet to be heard in any capacity by the 
court, in the legal actions which I’d prefer to bring to a close, but I can and will give no more. 
Need I go line-by-line with what you have presented thus far to the court and disprove most of 
it. Your only advantages are speed and might, but if I have TIME to catch up, I will deliver 
the TRUTH.   

It’s your/her call. (Any hostile actions by you or the court, will result in this offer being
immediately and forever revoked.)   

I’ve been advised not to even make this offer to you/her, as it is so horribly unfair. (Yeah, I 
know, Chancellor Binkley said, “fair is something you do in the fall”, while surprisingly a lot of 
the state and federal legal language uses that exact term.) Yet for me to “get” anything, is for 
Fawn to “lose” something, which she is willing to literally kill herself to avoid. That just hurts my 
heart more. I don’t want to continue this fight with you, when me and Mrs. Fenton are the only ones 
whom it can ever harm.   

Yet I can only walk away, if she’ll let go, with no-strings attached.

Please advise.  

Jeff Fenton        
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Yet I can only walk away, if she’ll let go, with no-strings attached.

Please make sure to present this offer today to Mrs. Fenton, as you are legally bound as her agent, to 
act in HER best interest, and to fully disclose every offer, rather than seeking out your 
own vengeance.

court, in the legal actions which I’d prefer to bring to a close, but I can and will give no more. 

 I don’t want to continue this fight with you, when me and Mrs. Fenton are the only ones 
whom it can ever harm.   



1. An unbiased tribunal.
2. Notice of the proposed action and the grounds asserted for it.
3. Opportunity to present reasons why the proposed action should not be taken.
4. The right to present evidence, including the right to call witnesses.
5. The right to know opposing evidence.
6. The right to cross-examine adverse witnesses.
7. A decision based exclusively on the evidence presented.
8. Opportunity to be represented by counsel.
9. Requirement that the tribunal prepare a record of the evidence presented.

10. Requirement that the tribunal prepare written findings of fact and reasons for its decision.

                 
 

              
 
 

 
             

Caperton v. A. T. 
Massey Coal Co.
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Delivered: Best & Final Settlement Offer

postmaster@tnlaw.org <postmaster@tnlaw.org>
Tue 11/12/2019 7:28 AM
To:Virginia Story <virginia@tnlaw.org>

1 attachments (33 KB)
Best & Final Settlement Offer ;

Your message has been delivered to the following recipients:

Virginia Story (virginia@tnlaw.org)

Subject: Best & Final Settlement Offer
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Relayed: Best & Final Settlement Offer

Microsoft Outlook <postmaster@outlook.com>
Tue 11/12/2019 7:28 AM
To:elaine.beeler@tncourts.gov <elaine.beeler@tncourts.gov>

1 attachments (19 KB)
Best & Final Settlement Offer ;

Delivery to these recipients or groups is complete, but no delivery notification was sent
by the destination server:

elaine.beeler@tncourts.gov (elaine.beeler@tncourts.gov)

Subject: Best & Final Settlement Offer
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